
There is darkness and cold in the forest.

Sometimes a certain state of mind takes over us: we clench our fists,

we feel our temples buzzing and our heart beats faster than usual.

Moksha knows perfectly well this kind of feeling because I bet this is

their source of inspiration. Rottenness and putrefaction, grease, tar,

broken glass... 

Sant Celoni´s four light their torches once again, like only the most

experienced druids are bond to. Axes and hammers take the musical

expression of monumental riffs and blast beats; lyrics sang entirely in

Catalan that unveil the darkest places of the human soul. Moksha

deliver their most angst-ridden album while keeping what made them

a referential point in the European metal scene. 

Combining straight up metal/punk passages with more dynamic rock-

'n'roll moves, “Sang de Roure”´s ten songs are a truly visceral Punk

and Metal meltdown. While other bands focus their effort on building

a more intellectualized and technical kind of metal, Moksha’s special-

ty is keeping the fire alive no matter what. Years ago the band sur-

prised their fans by moving towards a more rock’n’roll oriented sound

and now they seem comfortable writing songs closer to Punk, Metal,

Hardcore, Crust and all those kind of things that have little to do with

daisies and roses. 

The recording and production of the album was done by the almighty

couple Santi and Victor Garcia (Sant Feliu’s finest recording studios

Ultramarinos Costabrava). Moksha have already seen it all and now all

they care about is giving more gas. The result is a collection of tunes

that will leave you speechless. Opening track “Sang de Roure” per-

fectly sets the tone of the rest of the album: darkness, grease, moun-

tains of riffs, a rhythmic section that can move fast while maintaining

d i rection, re f e rences to classic bands like His Hero Is Gone,

Entombed, Converge, Sepultura or Carcass. An album that confirms

Moksha amongst the most skilled knight errands of the European and

Spanish Metal scene.

Sometimes records adopt the shape of a lightning strak and this is

one of them.

Tracklist:

1. Sang de ro u re

2. Esgarr i a t

3. Humanitat podrida

4. Cavalgant a la corda fluixa

5. Corre i caure caure i corre

6. L’ a n t í d o t

7. El bastó

8. Corrupció i màfia

9. la puta ru ï n a

10. El sot

Selling Points:

- Recorded and produced at Ultramarinos Costa

Brava studios by Santi Garcia. Mastered by

Victor Garcia” 

- They opened for CONVERGE, SHORA,

ENTOMBED, NAPALM DEATH, CULT OF LUNA,

RED SPAROWES, NINE, DYING FETUS o

SOZIEDAD ALKOHOLIKA.
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